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Wolves in Yellowstone National Park's restored population often 
must compete with grizzly bears at the carcasses of their kills. 
Especially after their first feeding at a kill, wolves tend to relinquish 
their kills to bears. Photograph by Doug Smith. 
The red wolf (Canis rufus) tends to possess larger ears, a narrower 
nose, smaller feet, and a more reddish coat than the gray wolf. The 
appearance of the animal is intermediate between that of a coyote 
and a gray wolf. Photograph by Barron Crawford. 
Elk are one of the most common prey of wolves in the northern 
Rocky Mountains of North America, primarily because in most areas 
they tend to outnumber other prey. This large bull standing his 
ground escaped this pack. Photograph by Doug Smith. 
Wolf pups nurse for up to 9 weeks in several bouts of 2-5 minutes 
each per day (Packard et a!. 1992). However, if the nursing female is 
killed, pups as young as 5 weeks can survive without further nursing 
(D. W. Smith, personal communication). Photograph by L. David 
Mech. 
Bottom left: Wolves attack every species of mammal in their range, 
including large carnivores such as cougars and bears. Like other ani-
mals pursued by wolves, bears sometimes take to water to escape. 
Photograph by Doug Smith. 
Top and bottom right: "The wolf is kept fed by his feet;' according to 
an old Russian proverb. To obtain sufficient vulnerable prey, wolves 
generally must travelzs- so km (15- 30 miles) per day. Their usual 
travel formation is single file. Top: Photograph by Isaac Babcock. 
Bottom right: Photograph by Doug Smith. 
Often a wolf pack will attack a strange wolf and kill it. This behavior 
usually occurs when the strange wolf enters a pack's territory. How-
ever, sometimes an especially aggressive pack will trespass and attack 
residents of the territory they invade (D. W. Smith, personal commu-
nication). Photograph by Doug Smith. 
As soon as a wolf makes a kill, the local scavengers, such as ravens, 
eagles, coyotes, foxes, and magpies, home in on it to share the prize. 
Scavengers consume a significant portion of the carcass unless the 
wolves are hungry enough to guard it closely. Photograph by Doug 
Smith. 
Top: Wolves will go to great lengths to attack a strange or intruding 
wolf, including pursuing it into icy water and fighting it there. This 
cornered wolf was badly bitten and apparently left for dead, but 
managed to survive (R. 0. Peterson, personal communication). 
Photograph by Rolf Peterson. 
Middle and bottom: A moose provides several meals for the wolf pack 
that kills it. On Isle Royale in Lake Superior, lying between Canada 
and the United States, moose is the only large prey available. Pho-
tographs by Rolf Peterson. 
Wolves prefer to travel on hard-packed surfaces such as ice, shore-
lines, frozen rivers, rocky ridges, roads, and trails. Their usual rate of 
travel is about 8 krn (smiles) per hour (Mech 1970, 1994b). 
Photographs by Rolf Peterson. 
Moose are one of the wolf's most formidable prey. If a moose flees 
from wolves, the wolves follow, sometimes for a kilometer or more. 
Photograph by Rolf Peterson. 
Moose often stand their ground and fight off attacking wolves. Rarely 
do wolves capture such a moose unless they can make it run. What 
makes some moose stand their ground and others flee wolves is un-
known, but conceivably individuals in the best condition have the 
confidence to stand and defy wolves. Photograph by Rolf Peterson. 
Wolves usually try to bite the rump of a moose. After these attacks 
slow the animal down, often one wolf will grab it by the nose while 
the others continue to bite at its rump. This process frequently takes 
wolves hours and sometimes days. Other times, wolves wound a 
moose, leave it, and return days later to kill it. Photograph by Rolf 
Peterson. 
"Standing over" is a common behavior in which a wolf pack member 
stands over another that is lying down. The standing wolf positions 
its groin over the recumbent wolf's head. Often the recumbent wolf 
ignores the other, but sometimes sniffs its genitals (Mech 2001b). 
Photograph by Rolf Peterson. 
Like dogs, mature, dominant wolves raise their legs when they uri-
nate. Males perform a complete raised-leg urination (RLU), whereas 
females merely cock the leg similarly in a flexed-leg urination (FLU). 
Photograph by L. David Mech. 
Although prey often can escape wolves by heading for water, this ploy 
does not always work, as this old, arthritic Dall ram learned. Wild 
sheep and goats find thei~ best refuge from wolves in steep mountain 
terrain. Photograph by L. David Mech. 
When wolves secure an abundance of prey, they bury some of it for 
future use. Sometimes large pieces of prey, such as half a newborn 
caribou calf, are so cached. Other times, wolves cache food that they 
regurgitate. Photograph by L. David Mech. 
Howling seems to serve at least three functions: (1) letting packmates 
know where each one is, thus facilitating assembly; (2) advertising 
the pack territory and warning against intrusion; and (3) motivating 
packmates to join in on a hunt. Photographs by L. David Mech. 
Top: Each wolf pack usually produces a litter of pups each year in a 
den, which may be a rock cave, a hole in the ground, an abandoned 
beaver lodge, a hollow log, or even a shallow pit. Photograph by L. 
DavidMech. 
Bottom left and right: Distinctively white, the arctic wolf (Canis lupus 
arctos) is one of five subspecies or geographic races of the gray wolf 
recognized in North America. Most arctic wolves live north of 70° N 
latitude, but some venture much farther south. Photographs by L. 
DavidMech. 
